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Delivering on our commitment to recycling
leadership and advancing towards a circular
economy and carbon neutrality
•
•
•

Wieland announces an investment of $100 million for the
establishment of a recycling hub in North America
The facility will leverage the latest and most efficient technology to
enable the recycling of a broad range of metals and alloys
The investment furthers Wieland’s commitment to empowering its
customers with sustainable, recycled products underpinning
Wieland`s contribution to a circular economy

“Wieland is committed to providing our customers sustainably sourced,
high-quality copper, brass, and other metals and alloys. Our $100 million
recycling investment at Shelbyville, KY, creates a firm foundation for
Wieland’s global growth in recycling, as well as exemplifies our
commitment to further growth in North America," said Erwin Mayr, CEO of
Wieland.
With this endeavor, Wieland takes a major step underlining its commitment
to sustainability and carbon neutrality, acknowledging the strong demand
for high-recycled content metal from both customers and end consumers.
In March 2021, Wieland committed to the Science Based Targets initiative
(SBTi) and defined ambitious mid-term climate targets which will be
realized until 2030. Net Zero will be achieved by latest 2045. The new site
will leverage the infinite recyclability of copper and serve as both a hub for
closed-loop recycling solutions, as well as a refining center for third-party
scrap.
A group of Wieland experts developed the technology concept.
Additionally, it received support from UrbanGold, an Austrian recycling
technology startup and part of Wieland Ventures’ portfolio.
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Operations at Wieland’s new recycling hub at Shelbyville, KY, are
expected to commence in late 2022.

Picture material

The recycling hub is undepinning Wieland`s contribution to a circular
economy

About Wieland
Wieland is one of the world's leading suppliers of semi-finished copper and
copper alloy products. With a global network of production sites, service,
and trading companies, the company offers a broad product, technology,
and service portfolio. From prototype to series production, Wieland
develops solutions for automotive, electronics, refrigeration, air
conditioning, and other industries. Wieland uses high-performance copper
materials to drive the success of its B2B customers in future-oriented fields
such as electromobility, connectivity, and urbanization. High technical
competence, customer-oriented thinking, and sustainability determine their
actions and have been the basis of the company's success since 1820.
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Wieland in brief
Headquarter
Graf-Arco-Straße 36 | 89079 Ulm | Germany
Facts
*1820 in Ulm, Germany | Sales: appr. 650 kt | Turnover: appr. 4 bn. € | Locations:
76 | Employees appr. 8000 [FY19/20 figures of the Wieland Group]
Executive Board
Dr. Erwin Mayr, CEO | Gregor Tschernjavski, CFO
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Fritz-Jürgen Heckmann

For further information, please contact
Wieland Group
Michael Demmer | Senior Vice President, Strategy and Business Development &
CIO
Graf-Arco-Straße 36 | 89079 Ulm | Germany
P +49 731 944 2233 | michael.demmer@wieland.com
wieland.com
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